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Footnotes:
    “Evaluation of the Burke-Gilman Trail's Effect on Property Values and Crime by Seattle Engineering Dept. Office of     
      Planning” , May 1987
    “Summary Report of Indiana trails Study by Indiana University November”, 2001
    “Impact of Rail-Trails; Study of User and Property Owners from Three Trails” Penn State University, July 1992
    “Omaha Recreational Trails: Their Effect on Property Values and Public Safety” by University of Nebraska at Omaha,    
      June 2000
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There is an abundance of evidence locally and nationally to support the notion 
that proximity to a trail increases property values.

In Seatt le Washington, a study indicates homes adjacent to the 
Burke-Gilman Trail are the first to sell compared to other homes nearby. 
Real estate agents report homes adjacent to the trail sell for an average 
of six percent more than other homes near the trail. 

In Indiana, the majority of the residents adjacent to the Lafayette/
Moraga Trail are convinced it will be easier to sell their home as a 
result of their location near the trail. 2
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Living next to a trail is similar to living by a golf course or a lake. The added 
greenspace and positive activity associated with trails are attractive amenities 
for homebuyers. The added fact that trails serve as connections to adjacent 
neighborhoods, parks, schools, and employment make trails the number one 
rated amenity in many homebuyer polls. 

All around the Atlanta area, new housing 
is being built along trails connecting new 
h o m e s t o r a p i d t r a n s i t , s c h o o l s a n d 
nearby parks. Developers are realizing the 
advantages of having a linear park and 
green space as neighbors.

Similar studies nationwide indicate 80-90% of residents living near a trail 
believe it either increases or has no effect on their property value. 

All residents polled along the Freedom Park Trail in east Atlanta feel the 
trail has contributed to the surge in real property value they have 
experienced recently.

In Powder Springs, Silver Springs Village is selling new homes based on their 
location adjacent to the Silver Comet Trail. “The trail is a critical element of our 
marketing efforts” said Jeanie White, sales agent for the development. “The 
Silver Comet is fabulous for the community and fabulous for our sales.”

In summary, there is evidence that the proximity to a trail increases property 
values. There is no evidence to the contrary.
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